39384 CR 19
Ft. Collins, CO. 80524-9038

(970) 686-5220
ellis450@hotmail.com
ellisbrowncustomshop.com

Double Rifle Hollow Rib Blanks
- $29.95 per pair –
(Plus $6.00 S&H)
These ribs are designed with the double rifle in mind. While hollow ribs are available for double
shotguns, they are generally only 5/16" (.313") wide, and usually considerably more expensive. .313”
is frequently not wide enough for double rifles, especially where smaller tapered barrels are used.
The rib blanks provided here are 5/8" (.625") wide, 22" long, .060" thick, and come two to a set. They
are made of cold finished sheet steel and are press formed with a special mandrel and die. .625" allows
enough width to be properly fit between barrels having even the smallest of tapers and a large distance
between the muzzles. Since this type of rib is generally used with a quarter-rib and a front sight ramp,
the 22" length should be long enough for up to 28"-30" barrels.
It must be emphasized that these are rib "blanks", not finished ribs - these ribs must be fit by the
installer. This may very from just cutting to them to length and draw filing a bevel on the underside
edge so that it can be soldered to the barrels (rarely), to cutting, narrowing, tapering, and beveling the
edges for fit (common).
Ribs can be ordered either through the Bunduki Publishing web site (bundukipublishing.com) using
PayPal, or from Ellis Brown Custom Shop at the address listed above. We are unable to take credit
card orders over the phone. If you need more information, you are welcome to give us a call for
more details. Leave a message if we are not available and we will call you back, but do not expect to
be able to order ribs over the phone – we can't do it - sorry.

